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Disclaimer
“Bank of America” and “BofA Securities” are the marketing names used by the Global Banking and Global Markets divisions of Bank of America Corporation. Lending, other commercial banking activities,
and trading in certain financial instruments are performed globally by banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation, including Bank of America, N.A., Member FDIC. Trading in securities and financial
instruments, and strategic advisory, and other investment banking activities, are performed globally by investment banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation (“Investment Banking Affiliates”),
including, in the United States, BofA Securities, Inc. and Merrill Lynch Professional Clearing Corp., both of which are registered broker-dealers and Members of SIPC, and, in other jurisdictions, by locally
registered entities. BofA Securities, Inc. and Merrill Lynch Professional Clearing Corp. are registered as futures commission merchants with the CFTC and are members of the NFA.
Investment products offered by Investment Banking Affiliates:
Are Not FDIC Insured * May Lose Value * Are Not Bank Guaranteed.
This document is intended for information purposes only and does not constitute a binding commitment to enter into any type of transaction or business relationship as a consequence of any information
contained herein.
These materials have been prepared by one or more subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation solely for the client or potential client to whom such materials are directly addressed and delivered (the
“Company”) in connection with an actual or potential business relationship and may not be used or relied upon for any purpose other than as specifically contemplated by a written agreement with us. We
assume no obligation to update or otherwise revise these materials, which speak as of the date of this presentation (or another date, if so noted) and are subject to change without notice. Under no
circumstances may a copy of this presentation be shown, copied, transmitted or otherwise given to any person other than your authorized representatives. Products and services that may be referenced
in the accompanying materials may be provided through one or more affiliates of Bank of America, N.A.
We are required to obtain, verify and record certain information that identifies our clients, which information includes the name and address of the client and other information that will allow us to
identify the client in accordance with the USA Patriot Act (Title III of Pub. L. 107-56, as amended (signed into law October 26, 2001)) and such other laws, rules and regulations.
We do not provide legal, compliance, tax or accounting advice.
For more information, including terms and conditions that apply to the service(s), please contact your Bank of America representative.
Investment Banking Affiliates are not banks. The securities and financial instruments sold, offered or recommended by Investment Banking Affiliates, including without limitation money market mutual
funds, are not bank deposits, are not guaranteed by, and are not otherwise obligations of, any bank, thrift or other subsidiary of Bank of America Corporation (unless explicitly stated otherwise), and are
not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) or any other governmental agency (unless explicitly stated otherwise).
This document does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation or an offer or solicitation, and is not the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security or other instrument, or for
Investment Banking Affiliates or banking affiliates to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequent of any information contained herein.
With respect to investments in money market mutual funds, you should carefully consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses before investing. Although money market mutual
funds seek to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in money market mutual funds. The value of investments and the income derived from
them may go down as well as up and you may not get back your original investment. The level of yield may be subject to fluctuation and is not guaranteed. Changes in rates of exchange between
currencies may cause the value of investments to decrease or increase.
We have adopted policies and guidelines designed to preserve the independence of our research analysts. These policies prohibit employees from offering research coverage, a favorable research rating
or a specific price target or offering to change a research rating or price target as consideration for or an inducement to obtain business or other compensation.
© 2020 Bank of America Corporation. All rights reserved.

Objectives
After attending this session, you will:
•

Be familiarized with Bank of America Commercial Card’s Platform Transformation strategy.

•

Have a better understanding of Bank of America Commercial Card’s Global Card Access application
as the central hub for all card tools.

•

Have the information necessary to educate your cardholders about the benefits of registering for
Global Card Access.

•

Be prepared for the Bank of America Enterprise Rebrand and the changes coming to Bank of
America Commercial Card applications and cards.
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Poll Question
How familiar are you with
Global Card Access currently?

1. Very Familiar
2. A little familiar
3. Not at all familiar
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The Platform Transformation Strategy
Simplify and improve the cardholder and program administrator user experience through consolidated
platforms, consistent user interfaces, and streamlined sign-on capabilities.
Global Card Access is becoming the single point of access for cardholder and program administrator tools through a
multi-year strategic deployment.
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Centralized access through Global Card Access
eliminates multiple logins and passwords needed
to access the required functionality
Multiple “platforms” become “features” as we
move functionality into Global Card Access
Enhanced tools and reporting features that
benefit both PAs and Cardholders are centrally
available on Global Card Access
Global consistency and simplification through a
reduction in applications
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Poll Question
Have you communicated to your cardholders about
the benefit of accessing statements via Global Card
Access
1. Yes, the cardholders are excited about saving trees.
2. No, I want to wait until Works is connected to Global Card Access
3. No, I didn't know about Global Card access
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Global Card Access: the cardholder experience
Providing cardholders insight and control

Conveniently track expenses and manage card security
with a single sign-on
Cardholder Account Dashboard

View important account details such as your credit limit, current
balance, available credit, and recent card activity

Activate Card

Activate new or replaced cards
****

View or change PIN

View1 or change2 your PIN from a desktop or mobile device

Custom Alerts2

Receive alerts through SMS text message, email or phone call to
help protect your card from fraudulent activity

Lock/Unlock your card

Temporarily lock or unlock your card

View statements

Easily access your current statement and
12 months of historical statements
1. Available in North America, EMEA, India and Australia.
2. Available in North America with planned expansion to EMEA and APAC.

Everything you need, all in one place.
www.bankofamerica.com/globalcardaccess

Poll Question
What percentage of your cardholders are
registered with Global Card Access?
1.

0%

2.

25%

3.

50%

4.

75%

5. 100%
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Global Card Access Mobile App Coming Soon!
A convenient way to access card account details anytime, anywhere

App features in initial release include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Register a new card
Review recent account activity in the dashboard
View PIN
Lock/Unlock Card
Login using biometrics authentication
Maintain profile and account security information
Recover user ID and password
Contact servicing
Send App Feedback

Future releases include:
•
•
•
•
•

Access monthly statements
Set up and receive alerts
Activate new card
Make a payment
Change PIN

Poll Question
What future app feature would be of greatest
interest to you and your cardholders?
1. View/Change PIN
2. Access monthly statements
3. Mobile Alerts
4. Lock/Unlock card
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Mobile App Features

Splash Screen

Log-in screen

Biometric log-in
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Cardholder Dashboard

Account Dashboard
(w/ transactions)

Account Dashboard
(w/o transactions)
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Lock Card & View PIN

Lock Card

Unlock Card

View PIN
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Enterprise Rebrand

The Bank of America enterprise-wide rebrand drives a cohesive visual identity across all lines of business.

Works and Global Card Access applications will be
rebranded November 2020
New card designs coming May 2021

Redesigned plastics will feature:
• Differentiated colors by product
• Contactless functionality on US cards
• Laser (NA) print in lieu of traditional embossing
• Global Card Access website will be featured on card backs

Please note:

After launch, cardholders will receive updated plastics through natural reissuance (as their cards expire).

CPE Evaluation Form
1. Were the learning objectives met?
2. Were prerequisite requirements appropriate and sufficient?
3. Were the materials relevant?
4. Did the program increase your professional competence?
5. Was the time allotted appropriate to learning?
6. Was the presentation of the material effective?
7. Was the instructor effective?
8. Comments
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